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_c67_293128.htm A Day Track Back to Jurassic Age Go with me to

breath a ancient air now ! At zheng jia supermarket. there is a

fossolized dinoaaur exhibition show during the vacation of national

day ’golden week’ time .Which had been devoting prepared for

more than a half year by the host and the authority, There is no

comparson , the aborption just consist in it’s distinct living age ,

Foremost historical worth and mighty shape to have a seemingly

visual banquet , Lack of word to appreciable the divine importance

,Everyone would no lose such a chance to even just catch a sight of it

, me included ! With eager wondering of dinosaur’s appearance I

went to there .. Being a grand mansion - there is 7 floors with

different kind of applicable functions within this supermarket , And

the exhibition was located in the 5th floor , There are sereral

assortment of dinosaurs each with its owe height length feature

weight here ,But just only the one is attended tendency to the visitors

, and others common , The stands here was sure be countless with all

eyes staring to the pretty feature one ,People who are upon 5th floor

could saw them when shopping , Each group of people was

consented to view by turns , Alternate moving crowd never stop ..To

be frank I was never be so ashamed of my short for I could not see

the huge fossil clearly ! I managed to escape from the crowd to close

to it , Really cool and grand ,the bone are all brown after 150million

years buried underearth , and every piece of them are buttressed



firmly . Countless different kinds of shapes so fantasy to make up of a

dinosaur ,I with dauftful consider , when approached it my desire of

dinosaur totully satisfied ! how ? It’s more than enjoying a

appetising banquet !Tthe most incredible moment cannot be any

others than then while watching such attractive fossil , It appears to

be a huge arghitecture , 26 metres long and 9 metres high when up

ahead it’s head . It is said that the largest brain possessed by any

dinosaur weigh about a kilogram , They are .belong to ancient earth

during the Jurassic Period. I was imaging a dinosaur was running

through the vast grassland numerous years ago . And suspecting

when they dominated the world , How is a dinosaur kingdom was

about ? There was no stopping way to spread our imagine , And i

would easily to swimming in such historical age . What a wonder ! I

touch the fossil that 150 000 000 years old, what’s more , It is a toe

of dinosaur ,yeah, just the humanbeing’s ideas about curious and

new thing have been continuously changed , But to me i will keep

this in momery unless I back to alive in the Jurassic Period , I can’t

help myself to share my little experience above ,as the mountaineer

can’t secret his step left at the top of the majestic mountain . :$
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